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RAMSEY NUMBERS FOR BROOMS
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ABSTRACT

Bkrl is a tree obtained by identifying an endvertex of a path on I vertices with the central vertex of star
on k edges. The Ramsey number .(Bk,[.) is determl'ned precisely for L > 2k and relatively sharp borrnds are found for
1 . L < 2k. For appropriate choices of k and l, we show
r(Bkr!,) = {,'.(k+1,) fi'L} whictr is the smallests pessible
value of the Ramsey number of any tree oil k+g vertices'
A broom

'
'
t
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Finding the
is a difficult

of an arbitrary tree on n vertices
unsolved problem in generalized Ramsey theory. A
Ramsey number

nore tractable problem involves finding the best upper and

l-ower

bounds of such numbers. Harary [7] has conjectured that the best

upper bound is 2n-2' (2n-3) when n j-s even (odil), the value

of the

Ramsey number

for a star on n verti-ces.

We show

that the

{ n/3-l-} and demonstrate thaL this value
is obtained for a certain tree ca1led a broom. A broom is a generalization of both a path and a star and is defined precisely
best lower bound is

be1ow. The lower bound is also obtained for the tree fonned by
joining two stars ( of appropriate size) with a path of length
three from their central vertices.

This Last result was noted by

Burr and Erd6s in t2l.
All graphs will be finite without loops or multiple edges.
For c a graph we }et V(G) and E(G) denote its vertex and
edge set respectivel-y.

The Ramsey number r(G,H) of a pair of

qraphs (G,H) is the smallest posit.ive integer n. such that
each red-blue two coloring of the edges of K., produces a red
copy of c or a blue copy of H as a subgraph of Kn. When
= H, the notation r(GrH) is shortened to r (c) . Red-blue
two colorings of the edges of a K, will be referred to simply
G

as t$to colorings.

We

will always let

R and B denote the red

and blue edges respeclively of the two coLored Kn. ahus the
subgraph induced by the red edges will

be denoted by <R> and

the one by the blue edges by <B>. The red (blue) degree of

N

a

vertex x wifl be denoted by dR(x) (d" (x) ) , while NR(x) (NB (x) )
will denote its red (blue) neJ.ghborhood. Further if A and D
are disjoint nonempty sets of vertices in Kn, K(A,D) wilL indLcate the compJ-ete bipartite subgraph with each vertex of A
adjacent to each vertex of D. Other notation will foLlow that
of [1] and [6].
It is easy to establish that the hest lower bound for the
Ramsey number of a tree on n vertices ie {qn/S-t}. Consider
any bipartite graph G whose parts have a and b vertices
respectiveJ.y, a < b. Observe that a two col-oring of
E(K2a+U_2) witir <R> = Ka_I U Ka+b_l contains no monochromatic
copy of c. Also a trr'o coloring of E(K2b_2) with
(R) = Kb-I u Kb-l contains no monochromatic G. Hence
r(c) > maxt2a+b-1,2b-1]. I'of a+b fj-xed this maximumis smallest
!,rhen 2a=b. Since each tree T, on n vertices. is bipartite,
this shows r (Trr) _| I anfi-L\.
II.

BROOMS

A broom Bk, I j-s a tree on k+L vertices obtained by
identifying an endvertex of a path Pg on L vertj.ces with the

central- vertex of a star *lrk on k edges, these graphs being
otherwise disjoint. We refer to the t vertices of the ,'path

part" of the broom as the handle and the k endvertices of the
,kr1 i" a st,ar while
"star part'i as the bristles. Clearly
Bl,k
9,

is a Path.
Ihe main results involve finding

> 2k and finding relatively

"

r(Bk,g)

sharp bounds for
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precisely

when

r(B*,U)

when

a

1 < I < 2k. Before we establish our first result we state the
following theorem of Jackson used in its proof.
Theorem

2.1. (Jackson)

with parts A and

2t-2 > lol , t.

Theorem

2.2.

Let

such that

D

rhen

on 2m vertices for

tBl.

be a bipartite

G(A,D)
d

(x) > t

G(A,D) contains
1< m < min{lal,ti.

r(Bk,g) = k+i 39./2\-L for

for all

as subgraphs

x

graph
e

.A. where

all cycles

L > 2k, k > 1.

Proof. When k = 1 this result agrees with the known value for
r(Pl,*l) so we assume throughout the proof that k: 2. Since
,k,l j-s bipartite with parts of size t9,/2j and k+t9./2), the
previously given examples show that k+{39721-1 < r(B*,g).
To establish

k+t3L/21-L as an upper bound consider a two
colored K*+{Zl,/Z}_t. For notational convenience let G denote
this graph. Since r(CZt) = 3t-1, when t > 3, and r(Ca) = 6
(see [4]), G contains a monochromatic cycle cZtL/Z]. Note this
cycle has .(. vertices when I is even and g+1 when I is odd.
Assume this is a blue cycle and 1et D = V(c)-V(C21 gyZy) so Lhat
f

Ol = t<+ t9./2 1-L. If there exists a vertex

N"(x) n D of cardinality

x of the cycle with
1,. even or at least

at least k for
k-l for .0 odd, then G contains a blue ,k,U. Thus we assume
the contrary, that lt't*tx) n D I , {1,/Z} for each vertex x of
the cycle. But lOl = t<+ 19"/21-L and 9. > 2k, sothattjrere o<i-sts
a vertex u e D such that
Let

{^L,uz,...,

lr.i"tu) n v (c2{ L/2})l > k+1.

ak,.:.*tJ S N*(u) n v(c2{ 9,/2})

2U

.

any 1L/2j vertices of the cycle including the vertex
ar, but excluding all the vertices a2,a37...rdLr.k+1. Ca1l
this set of chosen vertices A. Consider the subgraph K(A,D)
of the two edge colored graph G. The red graph <R n K(A,D)>

Choose

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.1 when ,, J 2k+1. This
follows since for 9, > 2k+l , 2t9"/2j-2 > k+l*/21-L > {!./2}. rhus
when L > 2k+1 the graph <R n K(A,D)> contains a cycle Cr
2{9./2} vertices. Since Cr contains ar, avoids
and u is adjacent in red to
{ar,arr...rdi.r"k*l},
Thus for 9" > 2k+L,
G contains a red
{ayar....rdLra**r},
"kruG
a monochromatic Bk,t\
,contains
When 9, -- 2k one can give an argument similar to the one
just presented, provided G contains a monoclrromatic C2k*1
with k >.3. we use this fact below leaving the remaining case
with

when k = 2 to the interested reader.
Sj-nce g, = 2kt k: 3, the graph G has 4k-1 vertices and
thus contains a monochromatic C2k*2. We suppose the result is
false for this case, i.e. G contains no monochromatic Bk,2k.
Since the argument given above (with a slight moilification) works
if G contains a monochromatic C2k*1, we have that G contains

a monochromati-c (say blue) C2k*2 and no monochromatic C2k*I.
Thus each pair of vertices at distance two on the C2k*Z are
adjacent in red, girring disjoint red cycles each with k+l
verticesr sEry C' and C". Also, letting D = V (c)-V(C2k+2),
we have lx*tx) n Dl > k-1 for each x e v(cZX*), otherwise G
contains a blue Bk,2k. Since any red edge between Cr and Cu
gives a red Bk,2k we have that K(C',C") is blue. Also <C'>

2t7

of p ie simultaneously adJacent in blue to a vertex of Cr and one of C'!r
otherwise G contains a blue C2k*1. Thus D is trrartitioned
into sets Dr and Dtr such that K(Ct rDr ) and K,(C,'rD") are
red. But lp'I t t or lO"l i k gives a red C2k+1 ,.so lie
assume lD'| = k-I and lD"l = t-2. Since a red edge, from a
vertex of C' U Dr to one of C" U Dtr gives a red Bkrzk, th"
graph K(C' u D',C' U Du) is blue. This blue graph dontains
a blue Bkr2k, a contradiction. Itrence the theorem also holds in
case g, = 2k, k > 3. EI
When 2k < 9" < zk+Z the 1ast theoren shonrs. .
r(Bk,s) - {4(k+9,r/l-l-}, Eiving a spieific tree whosb Ramsei nrimber is as sma1l as possible.
The remainder of the section is devoted to proving a grood,;
upper bound for r(Bkr[) when 1 < g < 2k. The canonical examples given in the lntroduction show 2k+21t,/21-l < r(Bk,g)
when 0 < 2k-1 and' 2k+219./21 < r(Bk,g) when {, = 2k-1. fhus
the upper bound given ln the nertt theofem is close to the best
possible. Unfortunately the techniques of the proof'p?event ''
further lowering of this upper bound.
and <C"> are

Theorem

compl-ete red graphe and no vertex

2.2. r(BkrO) <

Zk+.Q,

for 5 < g <

2k.

Proof. Tvo color the edges of a R2k*p, red and blue, so that
E(KZf*t) is partltioned into the classes R and B. Call thls
graph c and let x be a vertex of G of maximal monochromatic
degree. AEsume this ma:iimal degree occurs in blue. Set

,[t

dB(x), and 1et A = N"(x) and D = N*(x).
" =
We fLrst consider the case where at least one of the following occur.
(1) $ > k+l,-l--

(2\

graph <D> contains a blue path on
[-2-[s-(k+].)l * [*k-s-l vertices.
(3) There exists a blue path on 2 (L+k-s-I) vertlces in
The

K(A,D).

observe that each vertex of D is adjacent in blue to
some vertex of A, othertrise some v.ertex of D has red degree

greater than dr(x).

BuiLd the long.est. blue path in <A U

D>

having an endvertex in. A and.containing at least .Q,+k-s-I

vertices of D. Note when case (1) occurs this path may lie
entirely in A, If this path has at least l-1 vertices, tben
<B> coRtaLns . Bkr[. Thus assume that the maxLmal blue path in
<A U D>, starting,at a vertex z in A and ending at a verLex
y, has at mo6t {,-2 vertices. This. path containi at least
max{1+k-s-1r0} vertices of D, so thaL it.fails to contain at
lea5t s-t(S-2)-(f;+k-s-l)l = k+l vertices of A. The maxirnality
of the path J-ength implies dR(y) > 2k+g-1- (9"-21 = 2k+1- Thus

> 2k+1 and lpl < L-2.
Let Ar be a'subset of NR(y) n NB(x) such that
la'l = k and denote the graph <A u D u {x}-A' > by H.
Note that lvtrl I = k+!,. Since r(Cra) = 3t-1, for t j 3,
E contains a moilochomatic CZt with 2L > 2[ (k+[+1) /31 > .q,. Now
both ll"(x) n v(H) and NR(y) n v(H) are of cardinality at
least k+1, so that both NB(x) and NR(y) contain a vertex
s

a

or nnt x (or y)
belongs to this cycle. the original two edge colored graph G
conLains a monochromatic
The vertices of the handle of
"k,1.
the broom come from the cycle and those of the bristles come
from Ar.
We next consider the cas.e when none of the three conditions are satisfied. For convenience we define 0I and LZ
by setting lal = k+C, and lol = k+tr. Note that this is
and
possibJ-e since (2k+t-1) /2 < s < k+9.-2t lal =
",
lDl = zt<+1,-1-s. rhus LL*L, = 1,-1 wirh tr I (L-l't/2 z 9"2 z L.
Since neither (2) nor (3) occurs <D> contains no blue path on
l,+k-s-I = [2 vertices and K(A,D) contains no blue path on
2LZ vertices.
Since <D> contains ,no blue path on LZ vertices, a weLJ.
known extremal resu1t for paths of Erdds and Gallai [3] i'mplies
that <D> contsains at most (k+S2) (9'2-2) /2 blue edges. In
t5l it is shown that a bipartite graph with parts of size a
and b, aj b, and no path on 2t vertices, 2(t-1) < a, contains
at most (t-1) (a+b-2 (t-t) ) ed.ges. Hence, since K (A, D) contains no blue path on zLZ vertices, it contain-s at nost
(9.2-L) (2k+9,L-L2+2' blue edges. By assumption each vertex of
G is at least of degree k+9,2 in both colors so that
(k+g2l (!,2-2)/2 irnplies that ((A,D) contains at
f a n e(<D>) I <
.)
least (k+{,2)1 - (k+9,2, (gZ-2) = (k+[2) (k+2) blue edges. rurthermore K(A,D) has fewer than (k+1,2) (rl-2) blue edges, otherwise
(k+r.2) .max{k+2,9,a-2} > k(k+2) +9,2(9.L-21 > (C2-L) (2k+!,r-9ra21 ,
a contradicEion. .This last inequality follows since
of the

monochromatic cyeJ-e. Thus whether
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k2 > 2kl,r-o'r, * > rr, and LL, Lz.
We have established, since none of (1), (2), and (3) hoId,
that <D> contains at least
/n*u.\
/^ - (k+e,2)
t1-t1\ /2
t1
^\ /2
= ,r-,n \ k+t)
l ;"r) - (k+e.) (e.2-2)
red edges'and K(A,D) contains at least
(k+s2) (k+Ll)-(k+r,2) (sI-2) = (k+1,2) (k+2) red edges. Hence there
exists a vertex z e D \.rith dR(z) > 2k+4 (recatl w*(x) = D)'
If Inr*tz) n Al < k+l choose a vertex w e D such that
luotw) n Al > k+1. Tn this case let At be a subset of
NR(w) n

A with lA'l = r+r'

rf in addition

{w}) n (NR(z)-{x}) = sr we show that there exists a
u e D n NR(z) such that NR(u) n (NR(w)-{x}) + 0' To see this
first observe, since K(ArD) contains no blue path on 2LZ
vertices, at most 9z-l vertices of D have their red neighborhoods disjoint from Ar. Hence at least k-l- of the vertices
in p-{ zrw} have red adjacencies to vertices of Ar ' At teast
one of these vertices must belong to tt* (z), since
lN*(z)-{x}l+*-r > lta-a') u (D-{w,z})l
Thus one of the following'possibilities occur. There exists a
subset A', le' | = k+1, such that
(i) Ar AnNR(z), zeD and dR(z)>2k+4'
(ii) A' A n NR(w) | wtz e D, dR(z) > 2k+4, and
(NR(w) U

=

(NR(w) U {w} n (NR(z)-{x}) + sr or

(iii)

t frtz e D, d*(z\ > 2k+4,
(NR(w) u {w}) n (NR(z) -{xi) = 0, and there
exists a u E O n N*(z) such that
NR(u) n (N*(w)-{x}) + 0-

Ar c A n

NR(r.r)

t,t

matler which possibility occurs denote the graph
<A U D U{x}-e'>. which has k+.0 vertices by II. As in the
first part of the proof H contains..a monochromatic cycle
CZt with 2t > t. Since d*(z) > 2k+4, the choice of x gives
d"(x) > 2k+4. Henee lurtx) n v(H) | r r*: and
No

| > t<+2, so that both NB(x) and NR(z) contai.n
a vertex of the monochromatic C2t. It is now easy to check
that fof each of the above possibilities the original two co1ored graph G contains a monochromatic
This completes
"krg.
the proof of the theorern. E
one can easily adjust the last theorem to incr.ude arr vaI:
ues of L, L : 9, < zkt by increasing the upper bound from 2k+1,
to 2k+9"+3- of eourse the last resur.t leaves as unsettred the
exact value of r(rk,g) for 1 < g < 2k.
These results suggest a general guestion. If T. is any
tree with parts of size n/3 and 2n/3 is r(Trr) = {at/3-Ll?
INR(Z) n v(H)

an
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